[Reusable imaging plate (IP) for swift and automatic measurement of X-ray CT dose profiles].
In multi-slice CT, over beaming by penumbra effect has been reported, and measurements of X-ray CT beam profiles are very important for accurate performance assessment. This study was conducted in order to facilitate and economize on the measurement of CT dose profiles. The imaging plate (IP: HR-V type, Fuji) was placed in its case, X-rayed, and then read with a digital IP reader, which then erased the data in preparation for reuse. The values were then compared with the values obtained with the standard one-use imaging film. The CT scanner used was a Toshiba Aquilion Multi (4 rows). The shape of the beam profile obtained using the IP method was for all practical purposes identical to that obtained using the film method. The FWHM values for 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 12.0, 16.0, 20.0 and 32-mm beam were 4.88, 6.61, 10.2, 14.9, 18.2, 22.4 and 35.0 mm for the IP method and 4.81, 6.66, 10.2, 14.7, 18.1, 22.3 and 34.8 mm for the film method. In addition, in the IP method, the results obtained for the shape of the beam profile and the FWHM were found to be extremely similar irrespective of the X-ray tube used or individual differences between IPs. We have developed a new X-ray CT beam profile measurement system using an IP. This IP method permits data processing to be performed entirely in the digital domain, allowing high-precision measurements to be obtained with ease.